Cluster analysis and association study of structured multilocus genotype data.
We propose an algorithm for testing association using structured multilocus genotype data. The algorithm implements the clustering of the data by a hierarchical clustering technique and a k-means algorithm. After clustering, the program analyzes all the clusters together using the Mantel-Haenszel (MH) test, by which common associations in the clusters are examined. To use the MH test, the number of subpopulations has to be determined. A method of cross-validation (CV) and the k-means algorithm are applied for estimating the number of subpopulations. The algorithm described was implemented in the computer program POPSTRUCT. In the simulation study, we found that when the two groups with different marker allele frequencies were combined, an inflation of the type I errors was observed. The inflation was more marked when the differences in the marker allele frequencies were larger, the difference in the minor allele frequencies at the disease locus was larger, and the genotype relative risk associated with the disease locus was higher. Our simulation study indicated that the MH test was efficient for decreasing type I errors and increasing the power compared with any test performed on each cluster. Then, we compared the results of STRUCTURE, a model-based method, and POPSTRUCT, a distance-based method. When two subgroups with different allele frequencies were mixed together at a high fixed ratio, POPSTRUCT was superior to STRUCTURE in classifying the combined population into the accurate clusters, each of which reflects one of the original groups.